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Abstract
We consider the problems of deciding whether the joint distribution sampled by a given circuit
satisfies certain statistical properties such as being i.i.d., being exchangeable, being pairwise inde-
pendent, having two coordinates with identical marginals, having two uncorrelated coordinates,
and many other variants. We give a proof that simultaneously shows all these problems are C=P-
complete, by showing that the following promise problem (which is a restriction of all the above
problems) is C=P-complete: Given a circuit, distinguish the case where the output distribution
is uniform and the case where every pair of coordinates is neither uncorrelated nor identically
distributed. This completeness result holds even for samplers that are depth-3 circuits.
We also consider circuits that are d-local, in the sense that each output bit depends on at
most d input bits. We give linear-time algorithms for deciding whether a 2-local sampler’s joint
distribution is fully independent, and whether it is exchangeable.
We also show that for general circuits, certain approximation versions of the problems of
deciding full independence and exchangeability are SZK-complete.
We also introduce a bounded-error version of C=P, which we call BC=P, and we investigate
its structural properties.
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1 Introduction
Testing for independence of random variables is a fundamental problem in statistics. Theor-
etical computer scientists have studied this and other analogous problems from two main
viewpoints. The first viewpoint is property testing of distributions, which is a black-box
model in which a tester is given samples and tries to distinguish between some statistical
property being “close” or “far” from satisfied. Some important works giving upper and lower
bounds for property testing of distributions include [4, 3, 5, 2, 14, 18, 7].
The other viewpoint is the non-black-box model in which a tester is given a description of
a distribution (from which it could generate its own samples). This could potentially make
some problems easier, but there are complexity-theoretic results showing that several such
problems are computationally hard, particularly when the input is a succinct description of
a distribution. One of the most general and natural ways to succinctly specify a distribution
is to give the code of an efficient algorithm that takes “pure” randomness and transforms
it into a sample from the distribution. (This gives a polynomial-size specification of a
distribution over a potentially exponential-size set.) For arbitrary circuit samplers, the
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papers [15, 10, 11, 22] contain completeness results for various approximation problems
concerning statistical distance, Shannon entropy, and min-entropy. See [12] for a survey of
both the black-box and the non-black-box viewpoints.
In this paper we consider a wide array of “exact” problems concerning statistical properties
of the joint distribution produced by a given sampler. Such problems include deciding whether
the joint distribution is i.i.d., exchangeable, pairwise independent, and many other variants.
Exchangeability is a very important and useful concept with many different applications
in pure and applied probability [1], but it has been less-often studied in the theoretical
computer science community. A joint distribution over a finite domain is called exchangeable
if it is invariant under permuting the coordinates. It is fairly straightforward to see that a
finite distribution is exchangeable iff it is a mixture of distributions that arise from drawing
a sequence of colored balls without replacement from an urn. When each coordinate is a
single bit, exchangeability is equivalent to the probability of a string only depending on
the Hamming weight. We feel it is natural to pose complexity-theoretic questions about
exchangeability.
We prove that the aforementioned wide array of problems, and more generally a single
problem we call Panoptic-Stats which is no harder than any of those problems, are complete
for the complexity class C=P. This class was introduced in [21] as part of the counting
hierarchy, and it can be viewed as a class that captures “exact counting” of NP witnesses. The
class C=P is at least as hard as the polynomial-time hierarchy, since PH ⊆ BP ·C=P [17] and
even PH ⊆ ZP · C=P [16]. It is no harder than “threshold counting”, since C=P ⊆ PP, but
neither is it substantially easier, since PP ⊆ NPC=P. It was shown in [9] that C=P = coNQP.
In many areas of complexity theory, when arbitrary small-size circuits are too unwieldy to
reason about, we restrict our attention to more stringent complexity measures, such as parallel
time, that are combinatorially simple enough to reason about and obtain unconditional
results. One model of efficient parallel time computation is AC0 (constant-depth unbounded
fan-in circuits with AND, OR, and NOT gates). Papers that study AC0 circuits that sample
distributions include [20, 13, 19, 6]. Another (generally more restrictive) model of efficient
parallel time computation is locally-computable functions, where each output bit depends on
at most a bounded number of input bits. Papers that study locally-computable functions
as samplers include [20, 8, 19, 22] as well as a large collection of papers investigating the
possibility of implementing pseudorandom generators locally. (See [8] for an extensive list
of past work on the power of locally-computable functions, including whether they can
implement PRGs, one-way functions, and extractors.)
We prove that our C=P-completeness results hold even when restricted to samplers that
are AC0-type circuits with depth 3 and top fan-in 2 (i.e., each output gate has fan-in at most
2). We also consider 2-local samplers (where each output bit depends on at most 2 of the
pure random input bits) such that each coordinate of the sampled joint distribution is a single
bit. We give polynomial-time (in fact, linear-time) algorithms for deciding whether such
a sampler’s distribution is fully independent, and whether it is exchangeable. These seem
to be the first-of-a-kind algorithmic results on deciding statistical properties of succinctly
described distributions.
We also consider approximate versions of the problems discussed above: deciding whether
the joint distribution of a given sampler is statistically close or far from satisfying a property.
It was shown in [10] that for the property of being uniform, the problem is NISZK-complete.
It was shown in [15] that the problem of deciding whether a pair of samplable distributions are
statistically close or far is complete for SZK (statistical zero knowledge). We prove that with
suitable parameters, the approximate versions of the full independence and exchangeability
problems (for general circuit samplers) are also SZK-complete.
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In this paper we also consider a “bounded-error” version of C=P, which we call BC=P
and which does not seem to have been defined or studied in the literature before. Although it
does not appear to be directly relevant to statistical properties of samplable distributions, we
take the opportunity to study this class and prove that it is closed under several operations
(disjunction, conjunction, union, and intersection).
2 Results
If D is a joint distribution over ({0, 1}k)n, we let Di (for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) denote the ith
coordinate, which is marginally distributed over {0, 1}k. For each of the computational
problems we consider, the input is a circuit S : {0, 1}r → ({0, 1}k)n (and we assume that
the values of k and n are part of the description of the circuit). We call such a circuit a
(k, n)-sampler, and if it has size ≤ s we also call it a (k, n, s)-sampler. Plugging a uniformly
random string into S yields a joint output distribution, which we denote by S(U).
We formulate computational problems using the framework of promise problems. Through-
out this paper, when we talk about reductions and completeness, we are always referring to
deterministic polynomial-time mapping reductions.
We state our completeness results for exact problems in Section 2.1 and prove them
in Section 3 and the full version. We state our algorithmic results for exact problems in
Section 2.2 and prove them in Section 4 and the full version. We state our completeness
results for approximate problems in Section 2.3 and prove them in Section 5 and the full
version. In the full version, we also study a new complexity class, BC=P.
2.1 Exact Completeness Results
For a joint distribution D over ({0, 1}k)n, we say that Di, Dj are uncorrelated if they have
covariance 0, in other words E(Di · Dj) = E(Di) · E(Dj) (when {0, 1}k is interpreted as
binary representations of nonnegative integers). Uncorrelated is the same as independent if
k = 1. We consider the following extreme notion of a distribution being nonuniform.
I Definition 1. A joint distribution is discordant if there are ≥ 2 coordinates and every pair
of coordinates is neither uncorrelated nor identically distributed.
I Definition 2. Panoptic-Stats is the following promise problem.
Panoptic-StatsYES =
{
S : S(U) is uniform
}
Panoptic-StatsNO =
{
S : S(U) is discordant
}
We say that promise problem Π is a generalization of promise problem Π′, or that Π′ is a
restriction of Π, if Π′YES ⊆ ΠYES and Π′NO ⊆ ΠNO.
I Fact 1. Panoptic-Stats is generalized by all the following languages, which are defined
in a natural way.
Uniform, Iid, Fully-Independent, Identically-Distributed,
Exchangeable, K-Wise-Uniform, K-Wise-Independent,
K-Wise-Exchangeable, 2-Wise-Uncorrelated, K-Exists-Uniform,
K-Exists-Independent, K-Exists-Identically-Distributed,
K-Exists-Exchangeable, 2-Exists-Uncorrelated, Non-Discordant
For example, S ∈ Uniform ⇐⇒ S(U) is uniform. Also, K ≥ 2 is any constant (unre-
lated to k). Technical caveat: To ensure the K-Wise- and K-Exists- problems generalize
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Panoptic-Stats, they are defined in terms of a property holding for every or some (respect-
ively) set of min(K,n) coordinates.
We prove that Panoptic-Stats and all the languages listed in Fact 1 are complete for
the complexity class C=P. In fact, the C=P-hardness of each of the individual languages
in Fact 1 is fairly simple to prove, but the C=P-hardness of Panoptic-Stats shows two
things: (1) that this phenomenon is very robust, not dependent on some fragile aspects of the
properties being decided, and (2) that only one proof is needed to show the C=P-hardness of
all the languages in Fact 1.
To prove the C=P-hardness of Panoptic-Stats, it suffices to prove hardness for the case
n = 2. However, hardness for n = 2 does not seem to directly imply hardness for a larger
number of coordinates; it is desirable to prove hardness even when restricted to samplers
that are small in terms of the number of coordinates n. We formalize this by introducing
a new parameter m and viewing k, n, s as functions of m. Thus m can be thought of as
indexing a family of parameter settings.
I Definition 3. We say that a triple of functions κ(m), ν(m), σ(m) : N→ N is polite if the
functions are monotonically nondecreasing, polynomially bounded in m, computable in time
polynomial in m, and σ(m) ≥ m.
I Definition 4. Panoptic-Statsκ,ν,σ is the restriction of Panoptic-Stats to (k, n, s)-
samplers with k = κ(m), n = ν(m), and s ≤ σ(m) for some m.
prC=P is the class of promise problems for which there exists a polynomial-time ran-
domized algorithm M that accepts with probability 12 on YES instances, and accepts with
probability 6= 12 on NO instances. Here we use a standard model of computation in which
randomized algorithms have access to independent unbiased coin flips. We use the following
equivalent definition of prC=P.
I Definition 5. prC=P is the class of all promise problems reducible to the following promise
problem Uniform-Bit.
Uniform-BitYES =
{
S : S is a (1, 1)-sampler and S(U) is uniform
}
Uniform-BitNO =
{
S : S is a (1, 1)-sampler and S(U) is nonuniform
}
C=P is defined as the class of languages in prC=P.
I Theorem 6. Panoptic-Statsκ,ν,σ is prC=P-hard for every polite κ, ν, σ with κν ≤ o(σ).
I Theorem 7. Panoptic-Statsκ,ν,σ is prC=P-hard even when restricted to samplers that
are AC0-type circuits with depth 3 and top fan-in 2, for every polite κ, ν, σ with κν+ν2 ≤ o(σ).
I Theorem 8. All the languages listed in Fact 1 are in C=P.
Consequently, all the languages listed in Fact 1 are C=P-complete, even when restricted
to (κ, ν, σ)-samplers (like in Definition 4) with polite κ, ν, σ satisfying κν ≤ o(σ) (for general
circuit samplers) or satisfying κν + ν2 ≤ o(σ) (for depth-3 circuits with top fan-in 2).
2.2 Exact Algorithmic Results
We say a (k, n, s)-sampler is d-local if each of the kn output bits depends on at most d of
the uniformly random input bits. For d-local samplers, if dk ≤ O(log s) then some statistical
properties, such as being pairwise independent or having identically distributed marginals,
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can be decided trivially in polynomial time. We now prove that some other properties,
namely being fully independent or being exchangeable, can be decided in polynomial time
when d = 2 and k = 1. (Admittedly, our algorithms are not very “algorithmic”; we prove
combinatorial characterizations for which it is simple to check whether a given sampler
satisfies the characterization.)
I Theorem 9. There exists a linear-time algorithm for deciding whether the joint distribution
of a given 2-local (1, n)-sampler is fully independent.
I Theorem 10. There exists a linear-time algorithm for deciding whether the joint distribution
of a given 2-local (1, n)-sampler is exchangeable.
When d = 2 and k = 1, we can also improve the efficiency of the trivial quadratic-time
algorithm for deciding pairwise independence.
I Theorem 11. There exists a linear-time reduction from the problem of deciding whether
the joint distribution of a given 2-local (1, n)-sampler is pairwise independent, to the element
distinctness problem. Hence the former problem can be solved in deterministic O(n logn)
time and in zero-error randomized expected linear time.
2.3 Approximate Completeness Results
The statistical distance between two distributions D(1), D(2) over the same set is defined as∥∥D(1) −D(2)∥∥ = maxevents E ∣∣Pr[D(1) ∈ E]− Pr[D(2) ∈ E]∣∣. We say D(1), D(2) are c-close if∥∥D(1) −D(2)∥∥ ≤ c, and f -far if ∥∥D(1) −D(2)∥∥ ≥ f .
We prove that for appropriate parameters, approximate versions of the full independence
and exchangeability problems are prSZK-complete (for arbitrary circuit samplers). We do
not reproduce the original definition of prSZK, but we make use of the characterization of
this class proved by Sahai and Vadhan [15].
I Definition 12. For functions 0 ≤ c(k, n, s) < f(k, n, s) ≤ 1, Fully-Independentc,f is
the following promise problem.1
Fully-Independentc,fYES =
{
S : S is a (k, n, s)-sampler and S(U) is c(k, n, s)-close
to some fully independent distribution over ({0, 1}k)n
}
Fully-Independentc,fNO =
{
S : S is a (k, n, s)-sampler and S(U) is f(k, n, s)-far
from every fully independent distribution over ({0, 1}k)n
}
Exchangeablec,f is defined in an analogous way.
I Theorem 13. Fully-Independentc,f is prSZK-hard for all constants 0 < c < f < 14 .
I Theorem 14. Fully-Independentc,f ∈ prSZK where c = c′/(n + 1), for all constants
0 < c′ < f2 < 1.
I Theorem 15. Exchangeablec,f is prSZK-hard for all constants 0 < c < f < 12 .
I Theorem 16. Exchangeablec,f ∈ prSZK for all constants 0 < 2c < f2 < 1.
Consequently for example Fully-Independent0.05/(n+1), 0.24 and Exchangeable0.12, 0.49
are prSZK-complete.
1 The superscripts have a different meaning than the superscripts in Definition 4.
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3 Proofs of Exact Completeness Results
3.1 The Key Lemma
The following is the key lemma in the proof of Theorem 6. It can be interpreted qualitatively
as a certain type of amplification.
I Lemma 17. There is an algorithm that takes as input a (1, 1, s)-sampler S and an integer
n ≥ 2, runs in time O(n+s), and outputs a (1, n,O(n+s))-sampler T such that the following
both hold.
S(U) is uniform =⇒ T (U) is uniform
S(U) is nonuniform =⇒ T (U) is discordant
Proof. Let T perform the following computation.
run S and let b be its output
choose bits a1, a2, . . . , an uniformly at random
if there exists an ` < n such that a` = 0 then
let `∗ be the least such `
output a1, . . . , a`∗ , b, a`∗+2, . . . , an
else output a1, . . . , an
It is straightforward to see that if S(U) is uniform then T (U) is uniform. Now suppose
S(U) is nonuniform, say Pr[S(U) = 1] = p 6= 12 . For brevity we define D = T (U). Consider
any two coordinates Di and Dj where i < j. For technical reasons in the analysis below, if
`∗ does not exist then we define `∗ to be an arbitrary value > n.
We first show that Di and Dj are not identically distributed. If i > 1 then
Pr[Di = 1]
= Pr
[
Di = 1
∣∣ `∗ = i− 1] · Pr[`∗ = i− 1] + Pr[Di = 1 ∣∣ `∗ 6= i− 1] · Pr[`∗ 6= i− 1]
= p · 12i−1 + 12 ·
(
1− 12i−1
)
.
Similarly, Pr[Dj = 1] = p · 12j−1 + 12 ·
(
1 − 12j−1
)
. Since p 6= 12 , and since Pr[Di = 1] and
Pr[Dj = 1] are different convex combinations of p and 12 , that means they are not equal.
More formally,
Pr[Di = 1]− Pr[Dj = 1] =
(
p− 12
)( 1
2i−1 − 12j−1
) 6= 0.
On the other hand, suppose i = 1. Then Pr[Di = 1] = 12 , and Pr[Dj = 1] is a nontrivial
convex combination of p and 12 and is thus not equal to Pr[Di = 1]. In either case, Di and
Dj are not identically distributed.
Now we show that Di and Dj are correlated. Suppose j = i+ 1. Then Pr
[
Dj = 1
∣∣ Di =
1
]
= 12 , and
Pr
[
Dj = 1
∣∣ Di = 0] = Pr[Dj = 1 ∣∣ `∗ = i, Di = 0] · Pr[`∗ = i ∣∣ Di = 0]+
Pr
[
Dj = 1
∣∣ `∗ < i, Di = 0] · Pr[`∗ < i ∣∣ Di = 0]
= p · Pr[`∗ = i ∣∣ Di = 0]+ 12 · (1− Pr[`∗ = i ∣∣ Di = 0]).
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(Technically Pr
[
Dj = 1
∣∣ `∗ < i, Di = 0] is undefined if i = 1, but then 1−Pr[`∗ = i ∣∣ Di =
0
]
= 0 anyway so the final equation above still holds.) It follows that
Pr
[
Dj = 1
∣∣ Di = 0]− Pr[Dj = 1 ∣∣ Di = 1] = (p− 12) · Pr[`∗ = i ∣∣ Di = 0] 6= 0
since p 6= 12 and Pr
[
`∗ = i
∣∣ Di = 0] > 0. On the other hand, suppose j > i + 1. Then
Pr
[
Dj = 1
∣∣ Di = 0] = 12 , and
Pr
[
Dj = 1
∣∣ Di = 1] = Pr[Dj = 1 ∣∣ `∗ = j − 1, Di = 1] · Pr[`∗ = j − 1 ∣∣ Di = 1]+
Pr
[
Dj = 1
∣∣ `∗ 6= j − 1, Di = 1] · Pr[`∗ 6= j − 1 ∣∣ Di = 1]
= p · Pr[`∗ = j − 1 ∣∣ Di = 1]+ 12 · (1− Pr[`∗ = j − 1 ∣∣ Di = 1]).
It follows that
Pr
[
Dj = 1
∣∣ Di = 1]− Pr[Dj = 1 ∣∣ Di = 0] = (p− 12) · Pr[`∗ = j − 1 ∣∣ Di = 1] 6= 0
since p 6= 12 and Pr
[
`∗ = j − 1 ∣∣ Di = 1] > 0. In either case, Di and Dj are correlated since
Pr
[
Dj = 1
∣∣ Di = 0] 6= Pr[Dj = 1 ∣∣ Di = 1]. J
I Lemma 18. Lemma 17 holds even when T is required to be an AC0-type circuit with depth
3 and top fan-in 2, except that the size of T and the running time of the algorithm both
become O(n2 + s).
Proof. The construction and analysis are the same as in the proof of Lemma 17, but we need
more care in implementing T . First, we use a standard reduction to convert S into a 3-CNF
F that accepts the same number of inputs as S (but has more input bits). Thus, for some
polynomially large q, S accepts a uniformly random input with probability 12 iff F accepts a
uniformly random input with probability 12q . Let x1, x2, . . . , xr denote the input bits of F .
Construct a new CNF F ′ with input bits x0, x1, . . . , xr by taking F and including x0 in each
of the clauses (yielding a 4-CNF), then adding a new clause (x0 ∨ x1 ∨ · · · ∨ xq). Since
Pr[F ′ accepts] = 12 · Pr[F accepts] + 12 · Pr
[
(x1 ∨ · · · ∨ xq) accepts
]
it follows that F accepts with probability 12q iff F ′ accepts with probability
1
2 . Now to
implement T , we include a copy of F ′ as well as the random input bits a1, a2, . . . , an. The
1st output bit of T is just a1. For the ith output bit when i > 1, we have a multiplexer
that selects the output of F ′ if (a1 ∧ a2 ∧ · · · ∧ ai−2 ∧ ai−1) is true, and selects ai otherwise.
Overall, T is an OR-AND-OR circuit (with negations pushed to the inputs) where each
output gate has fan-in at most 2. J
3.2 prC=P-Hardness
I Corollary 19. Lemmas 17 and 18 also hold when the algorithm is additionally given an
integer k ≥ 1 and is required to output a (k, n)-sampler T , except that the size of T and the
running time of the algorithm both become O(kn+ s) (for Lemma 17) or O(kn+n2 + s) (for
Lemma 18).
See the full version for the straightforward proof of Corollary 19.
Proof of Theorem 6. We reduce Uniform-Bit to Panoptic-Statsκ,ν,σ. Let c be the
constant factor in the big O in Corollary 19. Given a (1, 1, s)-sampler S, we first find the
smallest m such that c · (κ(m)ν(m) + s) ≤ σ(m). Such an m exists and is O(s) because
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κν ≤ o(σ) and σ(m) ≥ m for all m. Then we run the algorithm from Corollary 19 (based on
Lemma 17) with k = κ(m) and n = ν(m) to get T of size at most c · (κ(m)ν(m) + s) ≤ σ(m).
Thus the following both hold.
S ∈ Uniform-BitYES =⇒ T ∈ Panoptic-Statsκ,ν,σYES
S ∈ Uniform-BitNO =⇒ T ∈ Panoptic-Statsκ,ν,σNO
The reduction’s running time is polynomial since m,κ(m), ν(m), σ(m) are all polynomially
bounded in s and computable in time polynomial in s, and since the algorithm from
Corollary 19 runs in time O(kn+ s). J
The proof of Theorem 7 is similar; see the full version for details.
3.3 Containment in C=P
In the proof of Theorem 8 we use the following lemma, which states that C=P is closed under
exponential conjunctions and polynomial disjunctions. We supply a folklore proof of this
lemma in the full version.
I Lemma 20. If L ∈ C=P then both of the following hold.
∀qL ∈ C=P for every polynomial q, where ∀qL =
{
x : (x, y) ∈ L for all y ∈ {0, 1}q(|x|)}.
∨L ∈ C=P where ∨L =
{
(x1, . . . , x`) : xi ∈ L for some i
}
.
Proof of Theorem 8. The arguments are very similar, so we just give three representative ex-
amples: Fully-Independent, K-Wise-Exchangeable, and 2-Exists-Uncorrelated.
First we mention a useful tool: If S1, S2 are (1, 1)-samplers, then we define Equ(S1, S2) to be
a (1, 1)-sampler that picks i ∈ {1, 2} uniformly at random, runs Si, and negates the output
if i = 2. Hence Equ(S1, S2)(U) is uniform iff S1(U), S2(U) are identically distributed.
Now we prove that Fully-Independent ∈ C=P. Note that Fully-Independent =
∀qL where, if we view S as (say) a (k, n)-sampler, and y as (an appropriately encoded
description of) an element of ({0, 1}k)n (so q is linear in the size of S), then
(S, y) ∈ L ⇐⇒ Pr[S(U) = y] = ∏ni=1 Pr[S(U)i = yi].
Thus by Lemma 20 it suffices to show that L ∈ C=P. A reduction from L to Uniform-Bit
just outputs Equ(S1, S2), where S1 runs S and accepts iff the output is y, and S2 runs S for
n times and accepts iff for all i, the ith coordinate of the output of the ith run is yi.
Now we prove that K-Wise-Exchangeable ∈ C=P. Note that K-Wise-
Exchangeable = ∀qL where, if we view S as (say) a (k, n)-sampler, and y = (I, pi, w)
as (an appropriately encoded description of) a subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of size min(K,n), a
permutation pi on {1, . . . ,min(K,n)}, and an element w ∈ ({0, 1}k)min(K,n) (so q is certainly
polynomial in the size of S), then(
S, (I, pi, w)
) ∈ L ⇐⇒ Pr[S(U)I = w] = Pr[S(U)I = pi(w)]
where S(U)I is the restriction to coordinates indexed by I, and pi(w) ∈ ({0, 1}k)min(K,n) is
obtained by permuting the coordinates of w by pi. Thus by Lemma 20 it suffices to show that
L ∈ C=P. A reduction from L to Uniform-Bit just outputs Equ(S1, S2), where S1 runs
S and accepts iff the output restricted to I is w, and S2 runs S and accepts iff the output
restricted to I is pi(w).
Now we prove that 2-Exists-Uncorrelated ∈ C=P. Note that if we define the lan-
guage L =
{
(S, i, j) : S(U)i and S(U)j are uncorrelated
}
, then 2-Exists-Uncorrelated
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reduces to ∨L by mapping a (k, n)-sampler S to ((S, 1, 2), (S, 1, 3), (S, 1, 4), . . . , (S, n− 1, n)).
Thus by Lemma 20 it suffices to show that L ∈ C=P. A reduction from L to Uniform-Bit
just outputs Equ(S1, S2), where S1 runs S yielding some y ∈ ({0, 1}k)n and accepts with
probability 122k · yi · yj so that Pr[S1(U) = 1] = 122k ·E
(
S(U)i · S(U)j
)
, and S2 runs S twice
(independently) yielding some y(1) and y(2) and accepts with probability 122k · y
(1)
i · y(2)j so
that Pr[S2(U) = 1] = 122k · E(S(U)i) · E(S(U)j). J
4 Proofs of Exact Algorithmic Results
We prove Theorem 9 in Section 4.1. The proof of Theorem 10 (on exchangeability of
distributions with 2-local samplers) is much more interesting and less elementary, but due to
space constraints we must defer it to the full version (where we also prove Theorem 11).
First we introduce some terminology to describe 2-local samplers. Each output bit
depends on either zero, one, or two input bits. Output bits that depend on zero input bits
are constants (0 or 1). The nonconstant output bits can be modeled with an undirected
graph (multi-edges and self-loops allowed) as follows. The input bits are the nodes. Each
output bit depending on one input bit is a self-loop, labeled with a function from {0, 1} to
{0, 1} (either the identity or negation). Each output bit depending on two input bits is an
edge between those two nodes, labeled with a function from {0, 1}2 to {0, 1}. There are
three types of such functions that depend on both bits: AND-type (accepting one of the four
inputs), XOR-type (accepting two of the four inputs), and OR-type (accepting three of the
four inputs).
4.1 Full Independence for 2-Local Samplers
We prove Theorem 9. Consider a 2-local (1, n)-sampler S, and assume without loss of
generality that S has no constant output bits. We claim that S(U) is fully independent iff
both of the following conditions hold.
(i) The graph is a forest, ignoring self-loops.
(ii) Each connected component of the graph has at most one of the following: a self-loop,
an AND-type edge, or an OR-type edge.
It is trivial to check in linear time whether these conditions hold.
First we assume that (i) and (ii) both hold, and show that S(U) is fully independent. The
different connected components of the graph are certainly fully independent of each other,
so we can focus on showing that the coordinates of a single connected component are fully
independent. If there is a self-loop, an AND-type edge, or an OR-type edge in the connected
component, then let e be that edge. Otherwise, let e be any edge in the connected component.
We show that conditioned on e evaluating to any particular bit, the joint distribution of the
remaining edges in e’s connected component is uniform. This implies that the whole joint
distribution of the connected component is fully independent.
Suppose e is a self-loop at some node v, so we are conditioning on v being some particular
bit. Ignoring e itself, we can view e’s connected component as a tree rooted at v with
only XOR-type edges. After the conditioning, there is a bijection between the set of all
assignments of values to the edges (excluding e) and the set of all assignments of values
to the nodes (excluding v) in e’s connected component: An assignment to nodes (together
with the conditioned value of v) determines an assignment to edges. Furthermore, every
assignment to edges arises from some assignment to nodes, because for any assignment to
edges, we can start at v and work our way downward to the leaves, uniquely specifying the
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value of each node in terms of the values of its parent and the edge to its parent. Since
the sets have the same size, we have exhibited a bijection between them. This means that
conditioned on either value of e, the joint distribution of all the other edges in e’s connected
component is uniform.
Now suppose e = {u, v} is not a self-loop. We show that, in fact, conditioned on any
one of the four assignments of values to the pair u, v, the joint distribution of all the other
edges in e’s connected component is uniform. Removing e results in two new connected
components, each of which is a tree of XOR-type edges, one rooted at u and the other rooted
at v. Let U denote the set of nodes in u’s new connected component excluding u itself,
and let V denote the set of nodes in v’s new connected component excluding v itself. By
the argument from the previous paragraph (when e was a self-loop), a uniformly random
assignment to U induces a uniformly random assignment to the edges in u’s new connected
component, and similarly for V . Since assignments to U and V are chosen independently of
each other, this means that the values of all the edges in e’s original connected component
(except e itself) are jointly uniformly distributed (conditioned on any particular assignment
to u, v, and hence conditioned on any particular assignment to e).
Now we prove the converse by assuming that (i) and (ii) do not both hold, and showing
that S(U) is not fully independent. Let us refer to self-loops, AND-type edges, and OR-type
edges as non-XOR-type edges. If (i) and (ii) do not both hold, then at least one of the
following conditions holds.
(A) There is a cycle consisting entirely of XOR-type edges.
(B) There is a cycle with exactly one AND-type edge or OR-type edge.
(C) There is a path between two non-XOR-type edges.
Suppose (A) holds. Let e be an edge on the cycle. Then e’s marginal distribution is uniform,
but conditioning on any particular values of the other edges on the cycle determines whether
or not e’s endpoints are the same bit as each other, and thus fixes the value of e. Hence S(U)
is not fully independent. Suppose (B) holds. Let ` denote the number of nodes on the cycle.
Then the probability that all edges on the cycle evaluate to 1 must be an integer multiple of
1
2` (since they only depend on ` input bits), but the product of the marginal probabilities
that each edge on the cycle evaluates to 1 must be either 12`+1 (if there is an AND-type edge)
or 32`+1 (if there is an OR-type edge). Hence S(U) is not fully independent. Suppose (C)
holds. Without loss of generality, all intermediate edges on the path are XOR-type. Let e1
and e2 be the two non-XOR-type edges, which we consider to be part of the path. Let `
denote the number of nodes on the path. Then the probability that all edges on the path
evaluate to 1 must be an integer multiple of 12` (since they only depend on ` input bits), but
the product of the marginal probabilities that each edge on the path evaluates to 1 must be
either 12`+1 (if neither e1 nor e2 is OR-type) or
3
2`+1 (if exactly one of e1, e2 is OR-type) or
9
2`+1 (if both e1 and e2 are OR-type). Hence S(U) is not fully independent.
5 Proofs of Approximate Completeness Results
Due to space constraints, we defer most of this section to the full version. Here, we just give
the argument for Theorem 16, which uses the following lemma.
I Lemma 21. Suppose D is a distribution over ({0, 1}k)n. If D is c-close to some exchange-
able distribution D∗, then D is 2c-close to the distribution D′ obtained by drawing a sample
from D then permuting the coordinates according to a uniformly random permutation.
Proof of Lemma 21. For a multiset W ⊆ {0, 1}k of size n, we say that w ∈ ({0, 1}k)n is an
ordering of W if the multiset
{
wi : i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
}
equals W . Let Ord(W ) denote the set
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of all orderings of W . Let d∗+W be the sum of Pr[D = w]− Pr[D∗ = w] over all w ∈ Ord(W )
such that Pr[D = w]− Pr[D∗ = w] > 0, and let d∗−W be the sum of Pr[D∗ = w]− Pr[D = w]
over all w ∈ Ord(W ) such that Pr[D∗ = w]− Pr[D = w] > 0. Then we have
‖D −D∗‖ = 12 ·
∑
w∈({0,1}k)n
∣∣Pr[D = w]− Pr[D∗ = w]∣∣
= 12 ·
∑
multisets W ⊆ {0, 1}k of size n
(
d∗+W + d
∗−
W
)
(1)
Letting d′+W and d
′−
W be the analogous quantities with D′ instead of D∗, we have
‖D −D′‖ = 12 ·
∑
multisets W ⊆ {0, 1}k of size n
(
d′+W + d
′−
W
)
. (2)
Now fix some W . Note that since D∗ is exchangeable, all elements of Ord(W ) have the same
probability under D∗; call this probability p∗W . If w is an element of Ord(W ) then permuting
the coordinates of w uniformly at random yields a uniformly random element of Ord(W ).
Thus all elements of Ord(W ) have the same probability under D′, namely
p′W = 1|Ord(W )| ·
∑
w∈Ord(W ) Pr[D = w].
If p′W ≥ p∗W then d′+W ≤ d∗+W by definition. If p′W ≤ p∗W then d′−W ≤ d∗−W by definition. We
also have
0 =
(∑
w∈Ord(W ) Pr[D = w]
)− |Ord(W )| · p′W
=
∑
w∈Ord(W )
(
Pr[D = w]− p′W
)
= d′+W − d′−W
which implies that d′+W = d
′−
W ≤ max(d∗+W , d∗−W ). Hence
(
d′+W + d
′−
W
) ≤ 2 ·max(d∗+W , d∗−W ) ≤
2 · (d∗+W + d∗−W ). Since this holds for all W , we get ‖D −D′‖ ≤ 2 · ‖D −D∗‖ by Equations
(1) and (2). J
We mention that the constant factor of 2 in Lemma 21 is tight, by the following example.
Suppose k = 1, and suppose D is uniformly distributed over a set of n strings, one of
which has Hamming weight 1 and the other n − 1 of which have Hamming weight n − 1.
Let D∗ be uniformly distributed over the strings of Hamming weight n− 1. Note that D∗
is exchangeable, and ‖D − D∗‖ = 1n . However, D′ has probability 1n2 on each string of
Hamming weight 1, and probability n−1n2 on each string of Hamming weight n− 1, and thus
‖D −D′‖ = 2(1− 1n ) · 1n = 2(1− 1n ) · ‖D −D∗‖.
To prove Theorem 16, we reduce Exchangeablec,f to the promise problem of deciding
whether the distributions of two given samplers are 2c-close or f -far in statistical distance
(from each other), which Sahai and Vadhan [15] proved is in prSZK for all constants
0 < 2c < f2 < 1. Given a (k, n)-sampler S with distribution D = S(U), the reduction
outputs S and another (k, n)-sampler S′ that samples from D′ (as in the statement of
Lemma 21) by running S then permuting the coordinates uniformly at random. (There is a
minor technical issue arising from n! not being a power of 2, but this is not problematic.) If
D is c-close to some exchangeable distribution then D,D′ are 2c-close. If D is f -far from
every exchangeable distribution then D,D′ are f -far since D′ is exchangeable.
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